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Abstract
This specification is an extension to the XBRL Variables 1.0 Specification [VARIABLES].  Specifically, it specifies syntax for filters that condition upon concept-level information such as the name of the concept, the period-type of the concept and the balance of the concept, if one is specified.
Status
This is a Public Working Draft whose circulation is unrestricted. Comments should be directed to the editor and/or contributors by e-mail.  Recipients of this draft are invited to submit, with their comments, notification of any relevant patent rights of which they are aware and to provide supporting documentation.
In the final version of this document:
	relevant schema extracts will be included in the text of the specification
	relevant examples will be included
	error codes will be included.

To reduce the editorial burden, these aspects of the specification have been omitted for internal working drafts.
Normative status
This document is normative in the sense that any implementing processor must obey the rules described within it, in order to be considered a conformant processor.
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Document conventions (non-normative)
Typographic conventions
Comments which are informative, but not essential to the understanding of the point at hand are provided in footnotes. All footnotes are non-normative.
Formatting conventions
The following highlighting is used to present normative technical material in this document:

The following formatting is used for non-normative examples in this document:

The following formatting is used for non-normative counterexamples (examples of poor, discouraged or disallowed usage) in this document:

Namespace conventions (normative)
This table contains all the prefixes used within the text and the correspondent namespace URI. The prefix column in the table above is non normative. The namespace URI column is normative.
Prefix
Namespace URI
xbrli
http://www.xbrl.org/2003/instance
xs
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
xfi
http://www.xbrl.org/2005/function/instance
fn
http://www.w3.org/2006/xpath-functions
xlink
http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink
link
http://www.xbrl.org/2003/linkbase
xl
http://www.xbrl.org/2003/XLink
generic
http://xbrl.org/2007/generic
variable
http://xbrl.org/2007/variable
filter
http://xbrl.org/2007/filter/concept
Relationship to other work
This specification depends upon the XBRL 2.1 Specification [XBRL]. This specification depends upon XBRL Variables 1.0 Specification [VARIABLES].
In the event of any conflicts between this specification and the specifications upon which it depends, this specification does not prevail.
Language independence
The official language of XBRL International’s own work products is English and the preferred spelling convention is UK English.
Terminology
All terminology defined in the XBRL 2.1 Specification [XBRL] and the XBRL Variables 1.0 Specification [VARIABLES] is used unchanged in this specification.
The following additional terms are used as described in the table below:
Term
Meaning (Normative)
concept name filter
A filter expressed using the filter:conceptName element.


XPath usage
XPath usage is identical to that in the XBRL Formula 1.0 Specification Error! Reference source not found..
Introduction
This specification is an extension to the XBRL Variables 1.0 Specification [VARIABLES].  Specifically, it specifies syntax for filters that condition upon concept-level information such as the name of the concept, the period-type of the concept and the balance of the concept, if one is specified.
In relation to implicit filtering, as defined in the XBRL Variables Specification [VARIABLES], all filters defined in this specification cover the concept aspect of facts.
Syntax
This specification only provides a textual declaration of syntax constraints when those constraints are not expressed by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
Explanations of elements and attributes are only supplied when those explanations are not already provided in other specifications.
Concept-name filter declarations
A concept-name filter is declared by a filter:conceptName element in an XBRL extended link.
The syntax for the filter:conceptName element is defined by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
The concept-name filter can be used to match facts based upon the names of their concepts.
The XPath expression implied by a concept-name filter is determined by the QName value of the filter's child filter:name elements.
The XPath expression implied by a concept-name filter contains one term for each child name element of the concept name filter.
Each term will have one of two forms.  If the filter:name element contains a filter:qnameExpression element, then the term will have the form:
xfi:concept-substitutes-for(.,#qnameExpression) if the strict attribute on the filter:name element equals false; and
(fn:node-name(.)=#qnameExpression) if the strict attribute on the filter:name element equals true.
#qnameExpression is the XPath expression contained by the filter:qnameExpression element.
If the filter:name element contains a filter:qname element, then the term will have the form:
xfi:concept-substitutes-for(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) if the strict attribute on the filter:name element equals false; and
(fn:node-name(.)=xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) if the strict attribute on the filter:name element equals true.
#namespace is the namespace for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element and #name is the local name for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element.
Use the XPath or operator to combine each of these terms to form the single XPath expression that is implied by the concept name filter.
Note: The xfi:concept-substitutes-for(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) function returns true if the concept in the first parameter is in the substitution group for the concept identified by the QName in the second parameter.
Concept period-type filter declarations
A concept period-type filter is declared by a filter:conceptPeriodType element in an XBRL extended link.
The syntax for the filter:conceptPeriodType element is defined by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
The concept period-type filter can be used to match facts based upon whether they have duration type or instant type concepts, as determined by the xbrli:periodType attribute on the concept declarations.
The XPath expression implied by a concept period-type filter is obtained from:
xfi:period-type(xfi:concept(.)) = #periodType
Concept balance filter declarations
A concept balance filter is declared by a filter:conceptBalance element in an XBRL extended link.
The syntax for the filter:conceptBalance element is defined by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
The concept balance filter can be used to match facts based upon whether they have xbrli:balance attribute with a value of debit or credit on their concept declarations.
The XPath expression implied by a concept balance filter is obtained from:
xfi:balance(xfi:concept(.)) = #balance
Concept custom attribute filter declarations
A concept custom attribute filter is declared by a filter:conceptCustomAttribute element in an XBRL extended link.
The syntax for the filter:conceptCustomAttribute element is defined by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
The concept custom attribute filter can be used to match facts based upon the value of a custom attribute on their concept's declaration.
If the filter:attribute element contains a filter:qnameExpression element, then the implied XPath expression is obtained from:
xfi:custom-concept-attribute(.,#qnameExpression) = #value
where #qnameExpression is the XPath expression contained by the filter:qnameExpression element.
If the filter:attribute element contains a filter:qname element, then the implied XPath expression is obtained from:
xfi:custom-concept-attribute(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) = #value
where #namespace is the namespace for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element and #name is the local name for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element.
The required value for the custom attribute is supplied by the XPath expression in the value attribute on the concept custom attribute filter.
Concept data-type filter declarations
A concept data-type filter is declared by a filter:conceptDataType element in an XBRL extended link.
The syntax for the filter:conceptDataType element is defined by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
The concept data-type filter can be used to match facts based upon its data type.
If the filter:conceptDataType element contains a filter:qnameExpression element, then the implied XPath expression is obtained from:
xfi:datatype-is-a-restriction-of(.,#qnameExpression) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptDataType element equals false; and
xfi:datatype-is(.,#qnameExpression) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptDataType element equals true.
#qnameExpression is the XPath expression contained by the filter:qnameExpression element.
If the filter:conceptDataType element contains a filter:qname element, then the implied XPath expression is obtained from:
xfi:datatype-is-a-restriction-of(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptDataType element equals false; and
xfi:datatype-is(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptDataType element equals true.
#namespace is the namespace for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element and #name is the local name for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element.
Concept substitution-group filter declarations
A concept substitution-group filter is declared by a filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element in an XBRL extended link.
The syntax for the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element is defined by the normative schema supplied with this specification.
The concept substitution-group filter can be used to match facts based upon its substitution group.
If the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element contains a filter:qnameExpression element, then the implied XPath expression is obtained from:
xfi:is-in-substitution-group-for(.,#qnameExpression) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element equals false; and
xfi:substitutes-directly-for(.,#qnameExpression) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element equals true.
#qnameExpression is the XPath expression contained by the filter:qnameExpression element.
If the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element contains a filter:qname element, then the implied XPath expression is obtained from:
xfi:is-in-substitution-group-for(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element equals false; and
xfi:substitutes-directly-for(.,xs:QName(#namespace,#name)) if the strict attribute on the filter:conceptSubstitutionGroup element equals true.
#namespace is the namespace for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element and #name is the local name for the QName specified as the content of the filter:qname element.
Note: the xfi:substitutes-directly-for(.,.) function will need to only return true if the concept specified in the first parameter identifies the element declaration identified by the QName in the second parameter as its substitution group in its XML Schema declaration.  This distinguishes it from the xfi:is-in-substitution-group-for(.,.) function that returns true if the concept in the first parameter is in the substitution group for any element that is in the substitution group for the element specified by the QName in the second parameter.
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Normative schema
The following is the XML schema provided as part of this specification. This is normative. Non-normative versions (which should be identical to these except for appropriate comments indicating their non-normative status) are also provided as separate files for convenience of users of the specification.
NOTE: (non-normative) Following the schema maintenance policy of XBRL International, it is the intent (but is not guaranteed) that the location of non-normative versions of these schemas on the web will be as follows:
1)	While any schema is the most current RECOMMENDED version and until it is superseded by any additional errata corrections a non-normative version will reside on the web in the directory http://www.xbrl.org/2007/ - during the drafting process for this specification this directory should contain a copy of the most recent published version of the schema at http://www.xbrl.org/2007/concept-filter.xsd.
2)	A non-normative version of each schema as corrected by any update to the RECOMMENDATION will be archived in perpetuity on the web in a directory that will contain a unique identification indicating the date of the update. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- Copyright 2007 XBRL International. All Rights Reserved. -->
<schema 
  targetNamespace="http://xbrl.org/2007/filter/concept"
  xmlns:cf="http://xbrl.org/2007/filter/period" 
  xmlns:generic="http://xbrl.org/2007/generic" 
  xmlns:expression="http://xbrl.org/2007/expression" 
  xmlns:link="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/linkbase" 
  xmlns:xl="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/XLink"
  elementFormDefault="qualified"
  xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xsi:schemaLocation="
  http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema 
    http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema.xsd
  http://www.xbrl.org/2003/linkbase 
    http://www.xbrl.org/2003/xbrl-linkbase-2003-12-31.xsd
  ">

  <import namespace="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/XLink" 
    schemaLocation="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/xl-2003-12-31.xsd"/>

  <import namespace="http://xbrl.org/2007/expression" 
    schemaLocation="expression.xsd"/>

  <element name="conceptName" substitutionGroup="xl:resource">
    <complexType mixed="true">
      <complexContent mixed="true">
        <extension base="xl:resourceType">
          <sequence minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
            <element name="name">
              <complexType>
                <choice>
                  <element name="qname" type="QName"/>
                  <element name="qnameExpression" type="expression:expression"/>
                </choice>
                <attribute name="strict" type="boolean" use="required"/>
              </complexType>
            </element>
          </sequence>
          <anyAttribute namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 
            processContents="lax"/>
        </extension>
      </complexContent>
    </complexType>
  </element>
  
  <element name="conceptPeriodType" substitutionGroup="xl:resource">
    <complexType mixed="true">
      <complexContent mixed="true">
        <extension base="xl:resourceType">
          <attribute name="periodType">
            <simpleType>
              <restriction base="token">
                <enumeration value="instant"/>
                <enumeration value="duration"/>
              </restriction>            
            </simpleType>
          </attribute>
          <anyAttribute namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 
            processContents="lax"/>
        </extension>
      </complexContent>
    </complexType>
  </element>
  
  <element name="conceptBalance" substitutionGroup="xl:resource">
    <complexType mixed="true">
      <complexContent mixed="true">
        <extension base="xl:resourceType">
          <attribute name="balance">
            <simpleType>
              <restriction base="token">
                <enumeration value="debit"/>
                <enumeration value="credit"/>
              </restriction>
            </simpleType>
          </attribute>
          <anyAttribute namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 
            processContents="lax"/>
        </extension>
      </complexContent>
    </complexType>
  </element>

  <element name="conceptCustomAttribute" substitutionGroup="xl:resource">
    <complexType mixed="true">
      <complexContent mixed="true">
        <extension base="xl:resourceType">
          <sequence>
            <element name="attribute">
              <complexType>
                <choice>
                  <element name="qname" type="QName"/>
                  <element name="qnameExpression" type="expression:expression"/>
                </choice>
              </complexType>
            </element>
          </sequence>
          <attribute name="value" type="expression:expression" use="required"/>
          <anyAttribute namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 
            processContents="lax"/>
        </extension>
      </complexContent>
    </complexType>
  </element>

  <element name="conceptDataType" substitutionGroup="xl:resource">
    <complexType mixed="true">
      <complexContent mixed="true">
        <extension base="xl:resourceType">
          <choice>
            <element name="qname" type="QName"/>
            <element name="qnameExpression" type="expression:expression"/>
          </choice>
          <attribute name="strict" type="boolean" use="required"/>
          <anyAttribute namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 
            processContents="lax"/>
        </extension>
      </complexContent>
    </complexType>
  </element>

  <element name="conceptSubstitutionGroup" substitutionGroup="xl:resource">
    <complexType mixed="true">
      <complexContent mixed="true">
        <extension base="xl:resourceType">
          <choice>
            <element name="qname" type="QName"/>
            <element name="qnameExpression" type="expression:expression"/>
          </choice>
          <attribute name="strict" type="boolean" use="required"/>
          <anyAttribute namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 
            processContents="lax"/>
        </extension>
      </complexContent>
    </complexType>
  </element>

</schema>
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